
   
   

INSTALLATION MANUAL  

   

Please read the following instructions thoroughly before attempting to install your fence. Majority of our customers 

install our fencing systems themselves. Installation is relatively easy and the following  

instructions will assist but you can always give us a call if you have any questions; (888) 622-3040   

   

Materials Needed:  

• String + Stakes or Chalk Line   

• Measuring Tape   

• Rubber Mallet   

• Hex-Head Driver   

• Post Hole digger   

• Carpenters Level   

• Hacksaw or Electric Saw   

• Concrete Mix   

• Wheelbarrow, shovel and hoe to mix and transport concrete   

  

   

Pre-Installation Reminders:  

1. Begin by establishing your fence line by staking out the area to be fenced in and attaching a guide string to the 

stakes. Be sure fence is set back from property line as required by your cities local codes. (See figure 1)   

2. Check with local utility companies for locations of underground cables or pipelines.   

3. Check local codes for specifications in fencing, if they apply.   

4. Gates and fence panels should be installed so that bottom of the fence is about 2’’-3’’ above ground level. This 

is to allow easy lawn maintenance.   

5. We recommend installing fence panels with screws facing inwards (toward your yard) to insure the outside 

continuous beauty of the fence.   
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   Within 10 days of delivery of your order, open all boxes and take a complete inventory 

of products to insure no damages occurred or items missing.   
   

 

 



Separate and identify your posts. Posts are delivered pre-punched for the insertion of horizontal rails of the fence 

panels.    

   

Five (5) post types as follows:   

>Line Posts  

>End Posts  

>Corner Posts  

>Blank Posts  

>Gate Posts  

      

               
Please Note: 2’’sq. Gate Post are thicker than 2’’sq. Lines, Ends and Corner Posts   

   

Layout posts in each type for each area for installation. At this point, use a rubber mallet to attach flat post cap to 

post. This will prevent the posts from being knocked out of alignment after the concrete has been poured. *Ball 

caps may be put on after fence is installed.   

   

Exercise Caution   
so you do not damage post or finish. We do not recommend installing posts first. Installation is easier and much 

faster if you install fence system with the following method.   

Post > Panel > Post   
   

Note: The post themselves will not have to go below the frost line, for proper installation but the concrete footing 

must extend below the frost line in areas where freezing of the ground may cause posts to “heave”.   
   

You are now ready to install your fence/gate system!!!!!   
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I. Post Spacing   

  
        

    
       
   II. Post Depth(s)   

  

   
   

  III. Post Holes (How wide holes should be)  
• 2’’sq. Posts > minimum 6’’ hole in diameter   

• 2.5’’sq. Posts > minimum 6’’ hole in diameter   

• 3’’sq. Posts > minimum 8’’ hole in diameter   

• 4’’sq. Posts > minimum 8’’ hole in diameter   

• 6’’ sq. Posts > minimum 12’’ hole in diameter   
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IV. Installing Aluminum Fence   
  
   

 Posts. Mix the concrete. It is recommended that it be fairly dry to allow additional support to fence sections 

during installation.   

 If possible, begin by installing a pair of gate post. If you do not have any gates, than start with an end or 

corner post. The proper operation of the gate depends on the correct installation of the gate posts. Make 

certain that they are plumb.   

 Posts. Set Posts and fill concrete as recommended above. We recommend filling hole with concrete up to 

2’’ under surface level.   

  

Repeat this procedure for all other gate posts that are not in the same fence run. Gates that are in the same 

fence run will be installed when the fence reaches its given location.   

   

Note: Attach gate “AFTER” concrete has set. The opening between posts should equal the size of the gate 

ordered…i.e. a 48’’ wide gate fits a 48’’ wide inside-to-inside opening.   

 POSTS. When gate post installation is complete, you may now proceed to installation of straight fence run. 

(Refer to pg. 3 for post spacing measurements)   

 FENCE. Install post into hole as described above, and insert fence in slot of post (pre-punched hole). Drill 

Self-tap stainless steel tek-screws (provided w/purchase) through post and panel horizontal rail. Be sure to 

check the level of the fence before concrete hardens. Continue this process for remaining run of fencing. For 

the most aesthetic appearance, we recommend checking the level and alignment after every four (4) sections 

of fence installed.   

 For areas where pre-fabricated 6’ sections will not fit, it will be required to cut the section with a 

hacksaw or electric saw. Because you will be cutting pre-cut notches off ends of the stringer, it will be 

necessary to cut a 1/8’’ x 5/8’’ notch so you can fasten section to post. Refer to any pre-assembled section for 

detail on necessary cuts.   

 FENCE. Corner posts require the horizontal rail of one section to be specially cut to allow both sections to fit 

into post. A ½’’ x ½’’ piece must be removed from the end of the rails.   

 SLOPE. Our fence can follow the contour of the ground condition because of its ability to rack. You may also 

raise or lower the post in steep conditions.   
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V. Gate + Hardware   

Note: Each gate hinge & latch includes a copy of its on specific installation instructions. If you misplaced a 

copy than contact us & we will gladly forward you a replacement copy.   

   

Spacing between gate posts should allow ½’’ of space between gate and posts.   

  

This spacing is necessary for proper operation of gate.    

   

It is important not to mount the hinges on the gate post higher than the top horizontal rail of the 

fence or lower than the bottom horizontal rail of the fence.   

  

The hinge pins must be in line with each other or the gate will not operate properly.  

   

Position the hinges on the gate post and drill holes using a #32 drill bit.   

  

Fasten each hinge by using the self-tapping screws provided.  

   

Locate the current position of the hinge on the gate leaf, (Remember note 1 & 2 above) and 

fasten gate with the screws provided.   

  

   

 Install Latch  

  

   

If you have a Double-Swing Gate, install Drop Rod (included w/purchase) on inside of gate 

opposite the leaf which has the latch attached.   

  

Drop rod catch must be installed high enough so that rod will not drag on the ground while gate is in operation.  

  Important: Make certain that the horizontal rails of the gate are the same level as the horizontal rails of the 

fence.    
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VI. Installing Fence “On top of Solid Surface”   

  
   

Deck/Floor Mounts can be used for fence panels less than 48’’ high but we recommend welded plates for all gate 

posts (optional). For fence panels and gates over 48’’ high, you must order posts with a welded plate to provide 

necessary support.   
   

    
   

2’’ Deck Mount Installation > slide post onto mount. Tighten the expansion piece and then anchor to your given 

surface.   

   

2.5’’ Floor Mount Installation > anchor mounts onto your given surface. Than slide post on-to mount and screw 

post and mount together. (Use one (1) screw on two (2) opposite sides of post.)   

   

3’’ Floor Mount Installation > anchor mounts onto your given surface. Than slide post into mount and screw 

post and mount together. (Use one (1) screw on two (2) opposite sides of post.)   

   

Note: For those that require welded plate post and post going in to ground. Post height will be adjusted 

depending upon fence/gate style and height ordered. If you have posts going into the ground and post with welded 

plates than you will want to install welded plate post first. This insures that you will maintain the proper spacing 

between each fence/gate and the ground.   
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VII. Final Installation   

  
   

 Complete your installation after all sections are firmly in place and the concrete has hardened.  

Drill holes through the posts into the horizontal rails using the stainless steel tek screws provided.  

   
  

   

 Replace dirt and grass around all posts for neater appearance.  

  

   

Your Fence Installation is now Complete!!!!!   

   

   

   

Please contact us if you have any Questions 
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Email: info@directafg.com 

   

We look forward to hearing from you.   

Note: For easier installation, we recommend at least two people install the fence.   

   

 

 

 

 

 



Important: Local municipalities may require a setback from property line to fence line, otherwise, it is important 

to find out all the requirements before installing your fence. (Ex. Below)   

   
   

Important: In order for two section of fence to fit into a corner post, a 45-degree miter on the fence rail must be 

cut.   
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Important: When dealing with an angle greater or less than 90 degrees it is best to use our "End" post.  

This allows fence insertion on one side and you the option of placing horizontal swivel mount(s) on either the 

opposite or adjacent side. This gives you complete control on the job-site to accommodate any angle. 

   
*Diagram is an Above-View of Installation   

   

Note: We also offer Wall Mount brackets to connect fence to pre-existing post, wall or columns (ex.  

below)   
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